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Date: 24/09/2019  

   

Remote Digital Identity Verification  
 

 
Issue: To provide Programme Board of the latest positon with GOV.UK Verify post 
March 2020 and our plans for alternative remote identity verification.  
This paper includes:  
 

 An update on GOV.UK Verify progress since February 2019 

 Findings and outcomes from our joint work with UC and HMRC on Tax Credit 
natural migration claimants. 

 Findings and option decisions for the broader usage of HMRC Identity 
Verification for all UC claimant types over time.  

 
Recommendations required:  
 
(1) Note the commercial clarity beyond March 2020 and the time this now gives to 

develop the HMRC tiered phased approach to using HMRC IV would provide 
optimum results, while safeguarding UC planning assumptions and delivery 
risks. Post March 2020, tax credit and HMRC customers with an acceptable 
level of identity could apply for UC without the need for an identity check.  
Remaining UC claimants will continue to use GOV.UK Verify for a period of 
time of up to 9 months and to be determined by a test phase, as it is now an 
affordable and viable proposition in the short term.   
 

(2) Agree the suggested milestones for the plan 
 

 
 
GOV.UK Verify Progress since February 2019 

 
1. It was previously agreed at Programme Board in January 2019, that GOV.UK Verify would 

continue to support Universal Credit (UC) until March 2020 with an alternate solution to be 
developed to reduce our reliance on Verify. 

 
2. The alternate solution has to be at least comparable to current Verify performance and in 

line with UC 2020/21 planning assumptions of at least 25% success rates. The success 
rates of Verify have improved although the volume of claimants attempting has decreased, 
this has resulted in the success rate remaining at c26% overall. 
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Milestones 
 

14. We suggest the following milestones for the plan: 
 

(a) Customers that are known to HMRC, cohorts 1 & 2, with an acceptable level of identity 
(CL200) can apply for UC without the need for an identity check. 31st March 2020.  
 

(b) In order to achieve that we need to undertake a test and learn in a job centre with real 
users/data + technical interactions between ID&T, HMRC and Findr/Matching service in a 
staging environment for: 

i) Known to HMRC CL200 users, cohort 1 & 2, complete 31st December 2019  
ii) Test and Learn for users that do not have a CL200 complete 31st March 2020 

 
(c) Decision required on timing of when to deploy phase 2, HMRC IV for all UC claimants, 

cohorts 3 & 4, decision point 30th June 2020. 
 

Conclusions 

 
15. This paper outlines a number of strategic objectives and agreed solutions including: - 

 

 GOV.UK Verify will be available and financially affordable beyond March 2020 for a 12-
month period, with DWP looking to utilise for up to 9 months.  

 We will enable existing HMRC Government Gateway account holders with the right 
level of identity proofing to reuse their credentials to claim UC from March 2020 

 We are proposing a 9-month transition period off Verify, with a recommendation to 
pivot to HMRC IV between 3-6 months if testing and performance supports this. 

 We will continue to support GDS improvement activity to ensure that current Verify 
levels of performance does not deteriorate further. 

 Lawyers and UC Secure Design are content that the HMRC IV solution for existing 
HMRC Government Gateway account holders is within risk tolerance for non-
repudiation and Fraud and Error.  

 
16. The incremental approach and detailed governance outlined enables continued assessment 

of achievement of objectives, safeguarding funds and resources without detriment to 
delivery. 




